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WHAT DO CHANGES TO THE PRIVACY ACT MEAN FOR MY BUSINESS? 

 

On 12 March 2014 amendments to the Privacy Act 1988 (the Act) came into effect. These should act as a 
reminder for businesses to ensure that their privacy policies and procedures for managing personal            
information are up to date. 
 
Businesses will need to be mindful that the ways they handle and disclose information are now more strictly 
regulated. The new amendments apply to businesses with an annual turnover of more than $3 million, as well 
as those who deal with personal or health information regardless of turnover. The legislation is not just limited 
to businesses falling into these categories, with special provisions for different sectors including health      
service providers and credit reporting.   
 
What is Personal Information? 
 
Personal information is information which identifies a person, or will make a person identifiable. Some       
common examples of personal information include a person’s name, date of birth, contact details, bank     
records, medical records or an opinion about a person.  
 
What are the Australian Privacy Principles? 
 
The Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) replace the former National Privacy Principles (NPPs) and expand 
upon the privacy guidelines for private and public entities. 
 
The APPs cover a range of matters. Some of the things businesses must be mindful of include: 

 
• If personal information is being collected, a business must 

disclose in their privacy policy the types of information        
collected and the purpose for its collection. 

 
• Personal information must be collected only if reasonably  

necessary. If it is not necessary to hold the information then it 
must be destroyed. Personal information must also be       
accurate, up to date and complete. 

 
• If an organisation receives personal information about a person from another entity or individual, 

they must take reasonable steps to notify that person.  
 
• An organisation is not allowed to use personal information for direct marketing purposes, unless 

reasonable. The organisation must cease to use personal information for marketing purposes if 
requested by that individual.  

 
• If personal information is being disclosed to an overseas recipient, then reasonable steps must be 

taken to ensure that the overseas recipient does not break the APPs.  
 
• Personal information must be kept secure and organisations must take steps against misuse of and 

unauthorised access to the information.   
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• An organisation must disclose any personal information held on an individual upon request by that 
individual. 

What should Businesses do to comply with the Privacy Act? 
 
Businesses need to review and ensure that they have an up to date privacy 
policy, and ensure that any privacy statements are in compliance with the 
Act. Privacy policies should be publicly available and published on your  
website. 
 
Some other tips for reviewing privacy compliance include: 
 

• Reviewing direct marketing procedures. 

• Putting in place procedures for identifying and managing privacy risks and breaches. 

• Reviewing security systems. 

• Putting in place education programs for staff.  

• Designating someone to be in charge of privacy issues. 
 

If your business discloses personal information to overseas recipients, your agreements should be reviewed 
to ensure that the overseas recipients agree to comply with the APPs. 
 
Generally speaking, if your business has collected personal information for a specific purpose, and that     
personal information is no longer required for that purpose, then steps should be taken to ensure that the        
information is destroyed. There are exceptions of course.  
 
How does the Privacy Act affect Employee Records? 
 
Employers can rest assured that amendments to the Act do not extend to the personal information contained 
in records for past and present employees. This is information that could relate to the employee’s training, 
relevant health information, salary or dismissal. However this exemption does not apply to the personal     
information held for unsuccessful job applicants, therefore employers should be mindful of managing personal 
information during and after the recruitment process. If an employer intends on retaining personal information 
of an applicant, then they should inform the applicant.  
 
Employers must be mindful that when hiring employees that they only request information from the employee 
that is relevant to the job description. Some professions may require an employee to disclose health details 
because they may relate to the employee’s performance or safety. However if there is no  direct  connection 
between an employee’s health details and the job description, requesting this information would be            
inappropriate.  
 
Employers who have access to the email and internet use records of their employees must ensure that their 
employees are aware of this access. The monitoring of these records needs to be restricted to work related 
purposes and be in compliance with the organisation’s policies on email and internet use. This should not 
extend to monitoring the employee’s personal use.  
 
What are the Penalties for Breach of the Privacy Act? 
 
The Office of the Australian Information Commissioner can seek penalties for serious and repeated breaches 
of the Act of up to $1.7 million for corporations and $340,000 for individuals. They can also accept             
enforceable undertakings. Don’t forget an employee could also make a claim against an employer under Fair 
Work legislation.  
 
How can a Lawyer Help? 
 
At Bywaters Timms we can work with a business to ensure that privacy policies are up to date and in        
compliance with legal requirements. We can also draft any relevant policy needed for a workplace, including 
social media, internet and email use policies.  
 
We can also help develop compliance programs for employees to follow to ensure that personal information is 
dealt with in an appropriate manner. 
 

WARNING – This article is only meant to give you general information and should not be relied on as legal       

advice. If you want more information then talk to one of our solicitors. 


